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Transaction reporting is about to drastically change…
and we have solutions for you

Transaction regulatory reporting requirements come in
the form of EMIR, MiFIR, CSDR and SFTR, as well as EMIR
REFIT, which goes live in 2024.
Deloitte Solutions, a PSF entity and Appointed Reporting
Mechanism (ARM), is regulated by the CSSF and subject to
strict IT security and data confidentiality standards.
Our high expertise and cutting-edge technologies
offer you an integrated solution to comply with your
transaction regulatory reporting requirements.
Deloitte Solutions manage all your reporting needs,
including daily data collection, validation, reconciliation,
dissemination, and review of feedback from trade
repositories and competent authorities. Each step is
transparent, providing you with full control over your
reporting.
We adapt our approach to your specific compliance
needs and tailor our reporting solutions to your
business strategy.
Leave all the complexities of your daily reporting
with us.
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We handle your daily
transaction regulatory
reporting in full
confidentiality and tailored
to your specific needs
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Let us manage your reporting obligations...

Regulatory expertise

Full data confidentiality

As a market leader, we have multiple years of
experience in dealing with regulators and trade
repositories.

• We secure and ensure the confidentiality of
your data.
• Your data is always under your control, and
processed in our supervised processing centers

Dedicated point of contact

Individual approach
We offer dedicated business models with distinct
module combination possibilities for each of our
clients.

Our experienced and dedicated transaction
reporting team is ready to cater to your needs.
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... so that you can focus on your core business

Our full reporting
value chain

Access to
regulatory
experts

Daily data
collection,
transformation, and
validation based
on regulatory
requirements and
safeguards

Dissemination of
relevant EMIR, MiFIR
and SFTR reports to the
competent authorities
within applicable
timeframes
Flexible service packages

User-friendly compliance
and business dashboard

Daily and weekly KPI
reports (acceptation,
rejection and reconciliation
statistics)

Data record keeping

File and data quality
validations as per
the latest regulatory
requirements
Systematic internalizer
(SI) calculations and
reporting
dashboards

Audits and overviews,
including details of all your
active transactions
Review of feedback
from competent
authorities supported by
compliance and business
reports
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Contacts
Laurent Collet
Partner - Consulting, Core Business Operations
+352 451 452 112
lacollet@deloitte.lu

Michael Cravatte
Partner - Consulting, Core Business Operations
+352 451 454 758
mcravatte@deloitte.lu

Martin Flaunet
Partner - Audit Banking Industry Leader
+352 451 452 334
mflaunet@deloitte.lu

Pascal Martino
Partner - Banking Leader
+352 451 452 119
pamartino@deloitte.lu

Xavier Zaegel
Partner - IM Leader
+352 451 452 748
xzaegel@deloitte.lu

Kevin Demeyer
Director - Consulting, Core Business Operations
+352 451 453 808
kdemeyer@deloitte.lu

Pascal Eber
Partner - Consulting, Core Business Operations
+352 451 452 649
peber@deloitte.lu

Ana-Ruxandra Iliescu
Senior Manager - Consulting, Core Business Operations
+352 27331 5231
ariliescu@deloitte.lu
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